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Abstract
In this work, we propose to use convolutional neural networks to detect contaminants in astronomical images. Each contaminant is treated in a one vs all fashion. Once trained,
our network is able to detect various contaminants such as cosmic rays, hot and bad pixel defaults, persistence effects, satellite trails or fringe patterns in images of various field
properties. The convolutional neural network is performing semantic segmentation: it can output a probability map, assigning to each pixel its probability to belong to the
contaminant or the background class. Training and testing data have been gathered from real or simulated data.

Neural network architecture
The model used for the semantic segmentation is similar to Segnet [2] and consists of two parts. The first part is
made of convolutional layers followed by max-pooling downsampling. Indices of max-pooling are kept up and used
in the second part which is made of upsampling and convolutional layers. All the convolutional layers are followed
by elu activations, except the last one that uses sigmoid to produce the probability maps for each class. This choice
instead of the more renown softmax function enables the network to assign several classes to the same pixel, which
is a behaviour that we desire. The architecture is represented in figure 1. It was implemented using the TensorFlow
library [1].

Figure 1. Architecture of the neural network
The model is trained end-to-end using Adam optimizer and sigmoid cross entropy. The main problem encountered
for training is the very strong class imbalance. To circumvent this, each pixel cost is weighted based on its class
representation in the training set and those of its closest neighbors: a first weight map is computed where each pixel
is assigned a weight inversely proportional to its class fraction in the training set. Then this weight map is smoothed
using a 3x3 gaussian kernel. This gives the final weights used in the cost function.

Introduction
Many scientific results derived from astronomical images
are obtained by analysing catalogues of objects that are
extracted from those images. Thus, it is a matter of
importance to have the most complete and less contam-
inated source catalogues. But this task is largely com-
plicated by the numerous contaminants that pollute the
images. For this reason, we aim to develop methods to
identify these contaminants. Each survey pipeline in-
corporates prior knowledge about its instruments or ex-
ternal tools like LA Cosmic [5] to ignore contaminated
pixels for further analysis. Here we would like to have a
tool that is universal, e.g that would not be tuned for a
specific instrument or images. This is why we propose to
adress this problem using machine learning techniques,
in particular through the task of semantic segmentation
using supervised learning and convolutional neural net-
works.
In the following, we present the data we used to train
our convolutional network. Then we describe its archi-
tecture and show some qualitative results.

Data
We chose to use real data as much as possible and take
advantage of the private archive of wide-field images
gathered for the COSMIC-DANCE survey [3]. This li-
brary includes images from many past and present opti-
cal and near-infrared wide-field cameras, hence covering
a broad range of detector types and sites. Plus, the
COSMIC-DANCE pipeline detected most problematic
images including tracking/guiding loss, defocused im-
ages or images strongly affected by fringes, providing a
very valuable library of real problematic images for the
analysis.
To build our training samples, our procedure has been
to make sure to have clean images and to add contami-
nants in it so that we know exactly which pixels are af-
fected by such contaminant. Examples of training sam-
ples can be seen in the two first columns in figure 2.
The contaminants included in this study are: cosmic
rays (red), hot columns (white), bad columns (yellow),
bad lines (brown), hot pixels (blue), bad pixels (green),
persistence effects (turquoise), satellite trails (orange)
and fringe patterns (lighter gray). Plus the astronom-
ical objects have been separated in an additional class
(magenta). Black pixels are pixels that belong to several
classes.

Results
We show here some qualitative results:

Figure 2. Example of qualitative results: left: input image, center: ground truth, right: prediction
The prediction maps were built by assigning to class c all the pixels whose probabilities to belong to class c are
higher than some threshold. This threshold was chosen as the best threshold in the sense of the MC coefficient [4]
which is an accuracy score reliable even with class imbalance. Though, one is free to use different thresholds to
constrain a particular true positive or false positive rate on its desired class.

Conclusion
We show that we can train convolutional neural networks to identify astronomical contaminants in images. Further
work would consist of detecting more contaminants (saturation patterns, reflections), explore more ways to resolve
the strong class imbalance that biases the training procedure and explore ways to modify the output probabilities
of the neural network to adapt to different expected class proportions in the data.
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